We describe the method and some applications of Lexan spectrametry to the identification of nuclides produced in the fragmentation of relativistic heavy ions at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Bevalac.
The method has several features that make it potentially competitive with the sophisticated particle-telescope system being used by others 3 • 4 to search for exotic nuclides using the same spectrometer:
1. The collecting power is ~450 cm 2 instead of ~20 cm 2 2. There is no upper limit on the nuclear charges that can be studied.
3. Rare products close to the beam rigidity can be studied as well as rare products with much higher rigidity such as projectile nuclei with several electrons attached.
The Method
The principle is illustrated in Fig. 2 , which shows the relationships between range and magnetic rigidity for a number of possible -2-proton-rich nuclides that might be produced in the fragmentation of 40 Ar projectiles" The calculations were done for a 205 MeV/N 40 Ar beam on a 0"2 g/cm 2 Al target assuming the production of projectile fragments with a most probable velocity equal to that of the 40 Ar at a point halfway through the target and a Gaussian distribution of pll 4
given by the empirical expression of Viyogi et al.
The ordinate is mean range in a Lexan stack" Range straggling of a -1 fragment of mass A is A 2 times the range straggling of a proton (typically -1%) and is thus ~0"2%, so that it detracts negligibly from the resolution" The abscissa is deflection at the detector stack" In an experiment one Lexan stack at a time is positioned on a rai 1 so as to intercept fragments in a 30-cm deflection interval; the spectrometer is focussed for fragments striking the center of the stack; an exposure is made at constant magnet current; and the operation is repeated with a new Lexan stack at a different 30-cm deflection interval and the spectrometer refocussed.
Unlike solid state detectors, Lexan records only at very high ionization rate, so that particles of low Z stopping in a given sheet, and particles of high Z that pass through a given sheet with considerable residual range, do not produce a signal in that sheeL The practical lower limit for an appreciable signal is Z/6 2: 70, if no ultraviolet sensitization is employed, and Z/S ~ 40 if the Lexan is strongly exposed to ultraviolet 1 ight before etching. In the interval of Z from ~10 to -20 of interest here, the etch time of the Lexan stack can be chosen so that a fragment produces a measurable signal only at a distance less than 0.1 em from the end of its range.
The heavy points in We find that in general the momentum smearing is worse than that calculated, because of long, asymmetric, non-gaussian tails extending to low momentum. 3. Dis rsion due to finite tar t thickness. The contribution to overlapping within an isotone band and between adjacent bands due to differential slowing of fragments within a thick target is smaller than other sources of dispersion if a 0.2 g/cm 2 Al target is used, but becomes significant if a 1 g/cm 2 target is used. In experiments where exotic nuclides with extremely low production cross sections are being sought, it is advantageous to use a 1 g/cm 2 target now that the validity of the method has been established using a thinner target.
4. Di rsion due to nuclear reactions of the fra nts slowin near the end of its range will result in the fragment falling within the straggling curve and being identified as the pre-interaction nuclide. A loss of neutrons that occurs near the beginning of its range will normally cause the particle to stop in a region populated by particles with higher Z, from which it can easily be distinguished.
A study of Fig. 2 and similar graphs for other rigidity intervals shows that, in the usual situation, wherein a secondary fragment has a greater range than its parent because of loss of charge, it will stop at the range and deflection expected of a more common nuclide rather than a rarer nuclide. In Fig. 2 We call attention to several features in Fig. 5 . l appears in Fig. 7 .
It is clear that a single pulse through a detector stack centered on the beam rigidity would suffice to provide an accurate measure of the beam energy (through the range-energy relation), of the spectrometer setting, of the spot shape, and of the equilibrium ratio of attachment and stripping cross sections for the projectile, target, and energy employed.
4.

Detection of Very Neutron-Rich Nuclides
With the spectrometer focussed for a mean rigidity of ~1200 MV we exposed a Lexan stack to fragments from reactions of ~3 x 10 times and ammonia scanning were chosen to permit fragments with 10 ~ Z ~ 18 to be located. Microscope measurements were made for ~3000 events. Momenta, charges, and masses were determined and events with velocities differing by more than 2% from the beam velocity were rejected.
Satisfactory isotope resolution was achieved for elements up to sulfur. Figure 6 shows histograms of the isotopes of Mg, Al, and Si for deflections between ~155 and ~177 em. These histograms illustrate the quality of the mass separation but do not accurately reflect the relative production cross sections. They only show the relative yields in a narrow rigidity interval. Our analysis of the overal 1 yields, -14- 
